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Overview

• Discussion of laboratory work

• Equipment



Why we do lab work

To confirm or disprove hypotheses

To get insights for new hypotheses

Integrity is very important.



Guidelines for lab books

• Put your name and section number on the outside front cover.

• Lab books stay in the lab.

• Save the first two pages for a table of contents.

• Number the rest of the pages of the lab book (one side only)
in the top right corner for your table of contents; do this now!
Complete your table of contents as the lab progresses.



Guidelines for lab books

• Write only in pen. Pencil can only be used to plot points on
your graphs.

• Do not erase anything you have written in your lab book. If
you think you’ve made a mistake, then cross out what you
wrote (so you can still read it!) and re-write the correct
version near it.

• No scratch paper is to be kept outside of your lab book.

• When a graph is required, it should be drawn while the data is
taken.

• Plot big graphs.



Safety

Power supplies used in circuits labs can give you a shock.

Be careful not to touch exposed components when using high
currents and potential differences (voltages).

You can also damage equipment if you put too much currents
and/or potential difference through it.

Always turn current and voltage knobs back to zero when you are
not using the power supply.

Always turn multimeters off when not in use.

If you are concerned about anything, ask me first!
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Purpose of the Lab

To measure charge on objects and investigate how charge is
produced.

You will measure charge indirectly, by measuring potential
difference.

Potential difference is also called voltage.

Its symbol is V , and the units are Volts, V.
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Electrometer: for measuring charge / voltage



Equipment



Grounding



Grounding

Symbol for a ground connection:



Equipment

Make sure to ground the electrometer!



Grounding the Faraday Ice Pail

Basic Electrostatics System ES-9080A

14 !

Before beginning any experiment using the ice pail, the pail must be momentarily grounded. 
When the ice pail is connected to the electrometer, and the electrometer is connected to an 
earth-ground, simply press the ZERO button whenever you need to discharge both the pail 
and the electrometer. While conducting an experiment, it is convenient to keep yourself 
grounded, by continuously resting one hand on the upper edge of the shield, or by direct 
contact with the earth-ground connector.

WARNING: Make sure the electrometer is connected to an earth ground, or the pail 

will not be properly grounded.  Performing tests or experiments with an ungrounded pail 
could cause possible electrical shock or injury.

Procedure 1A: Charging by Induction vs. Charging by Contact

1. Connect the electrometer to the Faraday Ice Pail as shown in Figure 1.1. Make sure to 
ground the electrometer and the ice pail. The electrometer should read zero when grounded, 
indicating there is no charge in the ice pail. Press the ZERO button to completely remove all 
charge from the electrometer and the ice pail.

2. Always start with the voltage range in the higher setting (100 V) and adjust down if 
needed. Analog meters are typically most accurate in the range of 1/3 to 2/3 of full scale.

3. The charge producers will be used as charged objects. Here is a general procedure to 
follow when charging the producers:

•  Always remove any stray charge on the necks and handles of the charge producers by 
touching the necks and handles to the grounded shield. You must also be grounded 
while doing this. It also helps if you breathe on the neck of the charge producer, so that 
the moisture in your breath removes any residual charge on the neck.

•  Rub the white and blue surfaces together to separate charges.

•  Keep in your hand only the producer you are going to use. Put the other charge 
producer away, far from contact with any of the ice pail surfaces.

Touch both the pail and the 
shield at the same time

Lift finger from pail, then from shield

pail
shield

Shield

Pail

Figure 1.2: Grounding the ice pail



Sampling charge




